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Net Manager's Report by Pat
I hope this finds everyone healthy and looking forward to
Spring. I am, as this has been a long winter here; worse than
we’ve had for a very long time.
I still have no one interested in Hosting a Spring Rally.
The Fall Rally is to be in Fairbault Mn. As it runs the same
week as defeat of Jesse James Days; events relating to that
will take place at the 2020 Fall Rally. Dave and Susan have
been already making plans that I am sure you will all enjoy.
We have never had a Rally in that area before ,so make plans
to attend- I am sure you will all be glad you did. Please watch
for info in coming weeks. As I have said before you people are
the ones that make the Rallies an enjoyable time. Hoping to
see you at a Rally.
I wish you all good health and Safe Travels
73 Pat N9JIX
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Deputy’s Docket
Membership:
RV Radio Network membership is about to cross a milestone. If you look
at the new member welcome on the front page of our website you might
notice that very soon we will be assigning membership number
1,500. 67 new members joined the RVRN during 2019. But there are 28
members whose dues expired in June of 2019 leaving us with a net gain
of 39 members over the year. We have 156 current memberships which
is a significant gain over recent years, but we still have work to do! In
the late 90's membership was running around 250.
If you know someone who might be interested in joining our network
please let them know that NOW (the first part of the year) is the best
time to join. Anyone joining during calendar year 2020 will have a membership expiration date of June 2021 That makes NOW a great bargain
because they will get several extra months of membership for the cost of
1 year!
Rallies:
At this time we still don't have a host for a spring 2020 rally! It seems
like everyone wants to have a rally near them, but we continue to have a
difficulty finding someone who is willing to host a rally.
Until the last few years we have always had 2 rallies per year, and back a
few years further we had rallies scheduled more than a year in advance!
But in recent years we have missed rallies several times. Rallies are intended to be one of the primary member benefits. It is important that
we get back to a dependable 2 per year. It is my hope that with the current membership growth we can get more members willing to help with
hosting rallies.
Please think about hosting, or helping to host a rally. We can help you
and guide you through hosting a rally. As you travel to different
campgrounds and events, notice what facilities are available. Rallies do
not require a big fancy campground or resort! An indoor meeting facility
is nice to have but is not an absolute necessity. If a campground looks
like it could support a rally with a few big rigs and 5th wheels (most
campgrounds can) then see what requirements the campground has, and
ask about rally rates. Then let the Net Manager or any officer know what
you found out.
(Continued

on page 3)
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(Continued

from page 2)

EchoLink Net:
The RV Radio Network Thursday EchoLink Net is growing. This net was
the result of a member suggestion at the 2018 RVRN Spring Rally at
the Orlando HamCation. The net officially started in January 2019 and
grew rapidly. Participation waned over the summer partially due to
some problems accessing the EchoLink system but now is growing
steadily and as of the net on January 30 we have become an international net with check-ins from Australia and New Zealand.
EchoLink is available to any Amateur Radio Operator with a Technician
or higher class license. EchoLink repeaters can be accessed via RF like
any other repeater, but can also be accessed without a radio from a PC
or mobile device using free EchoLink software.
Our EchoLink net is primarily a "rag chew" net aimed at hams with an
interest in RVing, but anyone is welcome to participate. The net meets
each Thursday evening at 8:00 PM Central Time on the *SELINK*
Conference Node which is linked to the W4EDP-R EchoLink repeater
in Lookout Mountain Georgia. The repeater and conference node are
made available to us by Emmett Perdue, W4EDP, and the TriStates Amateur Radio Club.
More information about the RVRN EchoLink net, including instructions
to get you started, can be found on the RV Radio Network website. If
you have questions or need help getting started please send an email
to me at hank@k4hm.net.
73 & Happy Trails,
K4HM - Hank
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Valentines day approaches so we asked how
long folks have been married

Betty and I will be celebrating our 69th
anniversary on February 18
Hal KJ4TD

Fifty-four years ago I married my best
friend, Jeanine (N0XKL). She's still my
best friend! Wayne K0OHB

From the net:
Hank & Selene 53 years
Calvin(W4QMT) & Jane 12 years
Dennis N9LWE 29
Ron (W4ZZL) 40
John (KC8CMQ ) 48
Joseph (KH2JK) 40

Michelle N3YRZ married 33, widowed 5

So Hal & Betty have been married longest
While the closest to newlyweds are Calvin & Jane.
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General interest info

ARRL launched “On the Air” podcast January 16, with a new episode posted each
month as a companion to the magazine (bimonthly). Both the podcast and the magazine are aimed at offering new and beginner-to-intermediate-level radio amateurs a
fresh approach to exploring radio communication. Find with a search for “On the Air
“ on your phone. Episodes will be archived on the ARRL website.

http://www.arrl.org/on-the-air-podcast

It is strongly recommended that if you have WiRES-X questions please
view the webinars that have been posted on our YouTube channel.
These are the Yaesu WiRES-X: Everything you wanted to know but
were afraid to ask They can be found at the following links Part 1—https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogq_49XeozY
Part 2 - https://youtube/B9H3FU-m4Ik
Part 3 - https://youtu.be/kXjRc0DDigY
by John Kruk, Yaesu representative, submitted by Marshall Kiel KF9SU

Remember the Alamo!
John (KC8CMQ) has a great(x5)grandfather among those that died
at the Alamo- Lemuel Crawford .
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FCC Amends RF Exposure Safety Rules

http://www.arrl.org/news/fcc-amending-amateur-radio-rf-exposure-safety-rules

In a lengthy document (https://docs.fcc.gov/public/attachments/FCC-19126A1.pdf) released December 4, the FCC said current amateur radio RF exposure safety limits will remain unchanged, but that the amateur-specific exemption
from having to conduct an RF exposure evaluation will be replaced by the FCC's
general exemption criteria. The Commission indicated that, if an RF source was
"categorically excluded" from routine evaluation under the old rules, it will most
likely still be exempt under the new rules.
"The sky is not falling here," ARRL Lab Manager Ed Hare, W1RFI, commented;
"though, the devil may be in the details, so the ARRL technical staff, legal staff,
and the experts on the ARRL RF Safety Committee are carefully evaluating this
FCC document."
Under the revised Section 97.13(c)(1), "In lieu of evaluation with the general
population/uncontrolled exposure limits, amateur licensees may evaluate their
operation with respect to members of his or her immediate household using the
occupational/controlled exposure limits in Section 1.1310, provided appropriate
training and information has been accessed by the amateur licensee and members
of his/her household," the amended rule says. "RF exposure of other nearby persons who are not members of the amateur licensee's household must be evaluated
with respect to the general population/uncontrolled exposure limits.
Appropriate methodologies and guidance for evaluating Amateur Radio Service
operation is described in the Office of Engineering and Technology (OET) Bulletin 65, Supplement B," (https://transition.fcc.gov/bureaus/oet/info/documents/
bulletins/oet65/oet65b.pdf) the revised rule concludes.
ARRL asked the FCC to make available on the internet a calculator (preferable
to unofficial third-party calculators which might not be accorded the same degree
of deference in local disputes), to facilitate making the correct calculations the
rules require. Several software programs were suggested as models. The rules
affect multiple services; exemptions for other services were also deleted as part
of a broader policy driven by a proliferation of RF devices, some resulting in situations where gain antennas are sited much closer to people than was expected in
1996 when the rules were last revised.
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Water, water If there's one resource on this planet that rules all, it must be water. Water is essential to life and RV travel. RV’s have 3 types of water: Potable is
drinkable, Gray is wastewater that is not drinkable because it may have soap, grease
or other food scraps. Black is from the toilet.

Fresh water tanks do require some care to keep it potable. Tanks should be filled

using a food grade hose. Filters- some RV’s have a built in filter, others should have
one added. Water filters do not purify the water but they can control and remove bacteria, lead and other dangerous contaminants found in drinking water Some use charcoal as a physical filtration substrate others use reverse osmosis and deionization to
make sure your water supply is squeaky clean, no matter where you get it from. Hydrolife filters use a media called KDF electro chemical oxidation. You basically have two
choices on how to filter your RV water system. You can install an inline water filter directly to the water line that you drink from, or you can filter all of the water going into
the RV. Check your RV schematic before adding a filter system.
Disinfect your RV’s potable water tank regularly:
Drain completely (don’t forget hot water tank which may have separate drain). Pouring
straight bleach can damage tanks… so mix ¼ cup bleach for every 15 gallons of tank
capacity into a bucket and top off with water. Pour mixture into tank and fill tanks. Run
all taps & shower, just until you smell the bleach in the water. This ensures that the
sanitation will include those inbound pipes. Allow twelve hours dwell time. It may also
be helpful to drive around to help distribute the mixture evenly around the holding
tank walls.
completely empty tanks then Refill with fresh water. Some suggest adding baking soda
mixture (mixture of 1/2 cup of baking soda and a gallon of water) at this stage. Drain
the second batch of water — and now your tanks are clean and ready to go! After
you’re sure the bleach is 100% evacuated, your tank is ready to be filled with potable
water for you to use on your next camping trip!
RV Water System Winterization You need to winterize your water system if you
camp in extremely cold temperatures to keep pipes from freezing and breaking. Use
one of these methods:
Use RV/marine-safe antifreeze. WARNING:Do not use automotive
antifreeze to winterize potable water systems. You’ll need at least 2 to 3 gallons of RV
antifreeze depending on the size of your rig.
Pump RV antifreeze through the system by an external hand pump or your RV’s internal water pump. You may need a bypass so it doesn’t antifreeze in the fresh water
tank.
Blow Out the System With Compressed Air Easiest method but requires special equipment (air compressor and blow out plug). You can’t be sure that all the water has been
expelled from the system.
Disconnect outside water, turn off all power & propane. Bypass your water heater.
Open all faucets, including tub and shower and the outdoor shower if you have one.
Then open the system drain valves and let the water empty. Flush the toilet to clear
any water from the line. Connect the “blow out plug” to the city water inlet—not the
freshwater tank. Adjust the air compressor to 30 psi or less to avoid damaging the water lines. Connect the air compressor hose to the blow out plug. Turn on the compressor and let it run until all water is blown from the faucets and drain valves. Shut off
the air compressor and disconnect the blow out plug from the water inlet. Open the
water heater drain plug/valve and empty the tank. Flush out any sediment using a water heater tank rinsing wand. Leave the drain plug open until spring.
Keep the temperature inside the RV above freezing. Empty tanks frequently so
that they don’t get too full. Protect connections between your RV and the park ’s

(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

utilities. Although pipes are shown to freeze at 20 degrees Fahrenheit, keep
your furnace on your thermostat set to at least 45 degrees overnight to ensure
the interior never gets into the freezing temperatures. Also, keep sink cabinet
doors open to circulate warm air around the pipes. Insulate windows, doorways
& the exterior wall of cabinets, with a product like Reflectix or insulating curtains. Remember that when running a propane furnace, you need ventilation.
Keep a window or ceiling vent cracked so toxic fumes can escape. Space heaters can also work (some parks charge extra for using them).
Insulate and warm any pipes or tanks that are located outside the RV ’s interior. An insulated basement storage areas, with heat ducted to these areas is
helpful to keep pipes from freezing if they run through storage bays. If your RV
doesn’t have this feature, wrap the pipes & exposed tanks, with layers of insulation held in place with rubberized sheeting.If you’re staying in one place for a
long time, you might want to invest in skirting around the RV.
Warm Pipes And Tanks On The Outside Of The RV A tank heating pad is a lowmaintenance option for keeping your tanks from freezing They have thermostats, so they will automatically turn on when your tank’s temperature gets too
low and shut off when the tank is warm enough. They can run off your RV ’s
batteries while you’re traveling, and shore power when you’re plugged in.
Small heaters or heat lamps inside the bays to warm the pipes ( using products
that are safe for use in close quarters ) , and keep away from stored items Never apply heat tape directly to pipes, as plastic RV plumbing can burn or melt
from a direct application.
Water expands when it freezes. If your holding tank is full or nearly full, the
added pressure of freezing can cause it to crack. Thawed liquid near the top
might get pushed back up the pipes and into your RV, causing flooding of
wastewater. Try to empty your waste tanks when they are only half -full to prevent this issue. Keep your waste valves closed during freezing weather so water doesn’t freeze in your drain pipe. As for your fresh water tank, it ’s best to
keep it empty. If you don’t have access to a water hookup, keep your fresh
water tank no more than half full.
P r o t e c t co n n e c t i o n s b e t w e e n y o ur r v a n d t h e p a r k ’ s u t i l i t i e s
Fluids in hoses between the RV and campground utilities especially susceptible
to freezing. It’s essential to maintain a downward slope from your RV’s sewer
connection to the drain. This is accomplished with sewer hose supports of varied heights. Some people also switch from the standard RV sewer hose to solid
PVC pipes prevents cracking and leaking; solid pipes can also be angled toward
the drain with fewer points of support.
Most campgrounds located in climates that dip below freezing have insulated
water spigots. But once the water leaves the tap and enters your hose, it still
needs protection, because the hose will sit on the cold ground with water inside until you open a faucet.You can buy a heated fresh water hose or make
your own (by covering a regular fresh water hose with insulation and then applying heat tape to the exterior of the insulation). In milder climates, wrap the
hose with a non-LED rope light makes enough warmth down to as low as 25
degrees Fahrenheit. You can also keep one tap dripping, such as your kitchen
faucet, to prevent stagnant water from becoming too icy inside your fresh
hose.
(Continued on page 10)
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Accumulator Tanks
An accumulator tank collects and pressurizes water, usually with an air bladder for
distribution in your RV. An accumulator tank can help decrease the work that your
RV's water pump has to do and also can reduce water pressure spikes and sags. If
your RV pump is running or your water pressure fluctuates, it might be time to consider an accumulator tank. Accumulator tanks may be preinstalled in some models of
RVs.
Most RVs with taps and faucets come with water pumps. Water pumps help push
water through all your lines and hoses and get it where it needs to go.. Drivinginduced vibrations can loosen plumbing, strainers and pump hardware, so if you notice noisy or rough operation, check for loose system components & resolve by tightening the hardware. If pump won’t start/ blows circuit: check electrical connections,
fuse or breaker, main switch, and ground connection, seized or
locked diaphragm assembly (water frozen?), or restricted inlet (clogged strainer,
kinked hose, restrictive valves). If it leaks from pump head or switch, look for loose
screws at switch or pump head, or a ruptured or pinched diaphragm. If pump won’t
shut off or runs when faucet is closed, check the output side (pressure) plumbing for
leaks, and inspect for leaky valves or toilet, or air trapped in outlet side
(water heater) or pump head.
Obtain water for your fresh water tank at rest stops, some gas stations/truck stops,
propane stations, state and national parks. You will likely encounter varying degrees
of success. Be careful that you get potable water. You may find water at a dump station, but it is often be intended for rinsing off sewer hoses and might not be potable.
Look for signs and be careful.
Always let the water run for a bit at the spigot of a fresh water source before connecting the hose. You may also want to carry a small spray bottle with some bleach in it
to sanitize the hose bibb before using it, as a safety measure. An ounce of prevention.
And consider carrying an adapter to connect to spigots that do not have a hose bibb,
as might be the case in some public places.
Next issue…we’ll discuss those other tanks
I used the following to compile this information:
http://rvservices.koa.com/rvinformation/rvmaintenance/how-fresh-is-your-rv-freshwater-system.asp
https://www.tripsavvy.com/rving-guide-to-water-systems-4116713
https://www.rvda.org/RVTechnicianToday/Articles/Plumbing/
RV_Water_Pump_Maintenance.aspx
https://www.your-rv-lifestyle.com/rv-water-system/
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CQ,CQ, CQ
Friends Keeping In Touch via Amateur Radio and RVs

RV Radio Nets

HF Net Amateur Radio Operators general class or higher please

participate in

our nightly net on 7264 KHz plus or minus 5k. at 18:30 PM Central Time
Our Net Control Operators KA2HPG, KJ4TD, N0AZA, K5WWT, and K5TGS welcome
you. We are always looking for Alternate NCOs. If you would like to be an alternate NCO
please contact our Communications Manager - Fred, KA2HPG.

EchoLink Net All Amateur Radio Operators (technician class or higher). EchoLink

makes it possible to participate in an "On-The-Air" radio net even if you don't have a radio, while providing better clarity and avoidance of QRN. Each Thursday @ 8:00 PM
Central Time. EchoLink Location: *SELINK* Conference Node (alternate W4EDP-R Repeater) Backup Location: W9YT-R Repeater (Only when both *SELINK* and W4EDP-R
are down)

Let’s keep in touch, try to check in as often as you can.
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Randi Owen N9UOM
Net# 1265

June 27, 1963 - December 19, 2019
Randi joined the army after graduating
high school in OK. He was a helicopter mechanic, serving during the Grenada Invasion. After serving in the army, Randi
moved to Wisconsin where he met and
married Bonnie in 1996. Randi had numerous jobs including DJing at clubs, over the
road truck driver, driving bus, and working
as on-air personality and engineer for
WCOW and WTMB. Most recently he was a
police officer and 911 dispatcher at Fort McCoy.
Randi and Bonnie moved to Alaska was an on-air personality for KDLS
95.5 radio station at the Delton Junction High School. He enjoyed working with the kids and teaching them about the radio industry.
Randi and Bonnie decided to move back to Wisconsin when their grandchildren were born. Randi loved spending time with his grandchildren
who affectionately referred to him as “Papa”. When not with his grandchildren, Randi and Bonnie spent their free time in their RV camping as
many weekends as they could. Randi and Bonnie were both members of
Good Sam’s Club, where Randi held the positions of Sound Coordinator
and Website Master for the State Chapter. Randi and Bonnie were founding members of the Cranberry Country Cruisers camping club in Tomah.
Randi was also an active member of American Legion Post 201 where he
served as the Finance Officer. In his free time, he enjoyed riding motorcycles, grilling, and amateur radios.
Randi is survived by his wife Bonnie Owen of Tomah, his mother Esther
Bohnert of Sparta, his sister Rosa Hiles (and friend George Bradley) of
Sparta, his daughter Sarah Owen of Tomah, and his stepson’s Adam
(Rachel) Robarge, and Eric (Desirae) Robarge, both of Tomah. He is also
survived by his grandchildren, Tristian, Leeland, Morgan, Ronan, Annabelle, Jackson, Eva, and Cadence. He was proceeded in death by his
grandparents, and father.
https://www.sonnenburgfamilyfh.com/obituary/randi-owen
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KC0CA , Gene Kidd,
Net# 524

October 27 1927 -November 25, 2019.

Beloved husband of Evelyn Kidd (nee Fite); loving father of Janet
(John) Singleton and the late James E. Kidd; proud grandfather of
Bradley J. (Kacie) Singleton and Kelsey L. Singleton and greatgrandfather of Emie and Eddison Singleton; dear brother of Sue
(Don) Meyer; our dear uncle, cousin and friend.
Gene was a WWII Veteran, owner and operator of County Brake Service, Kirkwood, 1953 until retirement, and an avid amateur radio operator.

Published in St. Louis Post-Dispatch
https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/stltoday/obituary.aspx?n=eugene-dkidd&pid=194549055&fhid=5885
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Whoooooo
Gets What …

News, photos & Bios, Michelle N3YRZ (Editor) msack@verizon.net

Changes (Address, Roster & Net Info): Marshall KF9SU
Dues: New: $14 Renewal: $12 Decal Orders:($1.00 each)
Marshall KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067
Web questions and information Hank K4HM
To send email to ALL officers and active Advisory Board members:
Send email to: board@rvradionetwork.com
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Down memory lane

F

or those of you who use ICOM radios, you may want to purchase their cloning software to program some of your radios. I have two programs. One is
used to program the IC-T2A, IC-T7A, IC-W32A and IC-T8A. The other program is used to program the IC-2800H. I have the 7A, 32A and the 2800H.
A cable is attached to the COM port on your computer and to the headphone jack on
the HTs or to the 440 speaker jack on the 2800. All the rigs are dual banders with
extended receive ranges so I program some aircraft and tower frequencies also.
From the computer you can easily enter autodial and frequency memories. The frequency memory screen allows easy entry of PL tones, offset and alphanumeric identification of the channel. Radio defaults including power level, display mode, step
size, transmit power level, panel lighting, power save etc. can be programmed into
the radios. You can save selections to files for immediate access to restore an accidentally reset radio. Create different files with memories for different areas to easily program your radio before trip to that area. Before we left on our trip to the Peoria, IL Hamfest, the RV Radio Network Rally in IN and on to the Six State Rally in
MO, I programmed the radios for many frequencies that I thought I would use during
the travels. It sure makes it nice to just scan the frequencies for that part of the
country which you are traveling through at the time. I have a hard time remembering how to program all the different radios through their key pads so the computer
programming is really a good deal for me.
Some time after I purchased the cloning programs, I acquired a IC-T7H. The only
difference between the A and H versions, as far as I can tell, is the power output and
the audio output has been increased. Anyway, it was really easy to program the 7H
just by down loading the 7A into the computer and then attaching the cable to the
7H and up loading into it. Now both radios are programmed the same. It was nice to
find that the program works for both radios.
A feature of the 2800H, which I found interesting, is the use of its screen to view
pictures from the digital camera or the camcorder. All that is required is a simple cable from the camera to the radio control head and to set the radio screen to receive
the external input. The radio screen is somewhat larger than the viewing screen on
the cameras.
Arlo W0LBK
From the November 2001 issue
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Practice questions
1.Which amateur band are you using when your station is transmitting on 146.52 MHz?
A. 2 meter band
B. 20 meter band
C. 14 meter band
D. 6 meter band

2. What is component 4 in figure T2?
A. Variable inductor
B. Double-pole switch
C. Potentiometer
D. Transformer
3. What usually happens to radio waves with frequencies below the LUF?
A. They are bent back to the Earth
B. They pass through the ionosphere
C. They are completely absorbed by the ionosphere

D. They are bent and trapped in the ionosphere to circle the Earth
4. How can the true power be determined in an AC circuit where the voltage and current are out of phase?
A. By multiplying the apparent power times the power factor
B. By dividing the reactive power by the power factor
C. By dividing the apparent power by the power factor
D. By multiplying the reactive power times the power factor
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Rally news

Spring
At this time, no one has located a place for a spring rally.
Do you have a place near you? Let us know

Fall

The 2020 Fall RV Radio Network rally will be held in Faribault Minnesota during the week of Labor Day which is September 7th
Your hosts David Ventura and Susan Keith have made arrangements for us to stay at Rice County Fairgrounds.
Many exciting activities will be planned which will include the opportunity to attend "The Defeat of Jessie James Days" in nearby
Northfield, Minnesota.
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Travelogue from Hank & Selene
I hope everyone had a great holiday season. After the rally in Superior Wisconsin, Selene and I traveled to Huntsville Alabama for our son's wedding. We stayed at the Space and Rocket Center RV Park which was a convenient location being located between our son's home and the wedding
site. It also gave us an opportunity to visit with long time club members
Wayne-KE4YPX and Bess-KE4YPP Morgan who have hung up the keys and
moved to a retirement community. Then, after sending our son and new
daughter-in-law off on their honeymoon, we traveled to Odum, GA where we
were "workampers" at the "Fall Fun" event at Poppell Farms.
We spent Thanksgiving through New Years Day south of Birmingham Al where
the temperatures were moderate for the most part. We stayed at Minooka
Park, a small 18 site gated county park where we have often stayed before. All sites have concrete pads with W/E but only sites on one side of the
road have sewer connections. We had a full hookup site but they were starting a project to enlarge the campground and when we first arrived they were
extending the sewer line to the other side of the road - digging a 7 ft deep
trench about 6 ft from the driver side our coach,
and some of the equipment was close enough to be
unnerving at times. Most of the digging was done
with a large backhoe, but they ran into solid rock
and brought in a HUGE jack hammer that was
pounding rock 6 ft away from us and noticeably
shaking the ground .
After the New Year weekend we moved to Travelers
Rest RV Resort and Golf Course, a few miles west
of Dade City, FL. This 55+ community has been
our January/February haven for the last 4 years. It
is a great place for ham radio operators with a very
active 40+ member ham club with a nice hamshack stocked with modern radios, a tower with a
tri-band beam, daily net, 2 meetings each month,
and lots of ham visitors. This large campground
has clubs for about anything you could imagine,
and if they don't have a club you are encouraged
to start one! They even have their own volunteer
fire department and first responders. This location
also provides a good location for me to catch up on
some repairs.
When March arrives we will start northward stopping at hamfests in Charlotte and Raleigh NC. Af(Continued on page 19)
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(Continued from page 18)

ter catching up with doctors in Raleigh we head north to Goshen, Indiana
for an annual RV maintenance and educational event for diesel pushers.
We would like to say our spring travels include an RVRN Spring Rally - but
so far nobody has stepped up to host a spring 2020 event. We will spend
the summer again this year workamping at Sandy Shores Campground in
western Michigan.
73 and Happy Trails, Hank and Selene
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Our Members
Who are the members of the RVRN?
That is what we’ll learn in this column. It may be a featured
member or answers to a question of the quarter. We might
just have pictures, or write ups of a trip that a member sent.
It will be what we the members make it. I am open to suggestions and I need input to help keep this newsletter filled.
Please send me news about your latest trip, the new way
you found to do something in your rig, an interesting contact you made, pictures, or anything else to share with fellow members.
Question of the quarter-where are some places you haven’t
but would like to visit?

Drop me a line (or 100) msack@verizon.net or tell me
on the nets.

Last issue, I asked what you were giving thanks for...here are the
responses:

Wayne K0OHB The 54 years that I've been married to my best
friend and hope for many more.
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ms in Action

In Puerto Rico, Red Cross requested assistance of Amateur Radio Emergency Service (ARES) to identify undeclared refugee camps, closed or
damaged roadways, and bridges from the earthquakes. Herb Perez,
WP4ZZ, reports "Today, we were able to occupy our space with no major
incident other than the usual shaking >10 of the entire structure.
Jared Martinez, KP4LCO, near his hometown of Lajas was able to locate
more than 10 campsites enabling the Red Cross to provide necessary assistance to those left homeless.Perez said volunteers distributed food from a
church-run food pantry in Sabana Grande to isolated
communities in the mountain region. He said local members of the General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS) and Citizens Band radio communities
have also helped.
Operations have been on VHF and UHF, although commercial telecommunication services remain in operation; Puerto Rico Section Manager Oscar
Resto, KP4RF, said the stations are operating as a backbone, in the event
of new or stronger earthquakes. HF equipment has been safely stowed if
communications fail. ARRL is shipping six VHF/UHF base/repeater antennas and six 50- foot rolls of LMR-400 coax through the Ham Aid Fund
(http://www.arrl.org/ham-aid).
Last issue’s
Practice questions Answers:

1D 2A 3A 4C

Answers to practice questions
1A 2D 3C 4A
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RV Radio
Network

The Network News is published four times a year (approximately Feb, May, Aug and Nov) by RV
Radio Network for the use and enjoyment of its members. News items should be sent to the Editor
by the 20th of the month preceding the publication date.
Technical items included in the Network News is for your information only. They have not been
tested by the RVRN officers or staff. The RV Radio Network accepts no legal responsibility for
such information and cannot guarantee the article will pertain to your situation.
The Network News invites you to share your hints, tips and articles of information with fellow
members. Send to editor by US mail or E-mail with your contact information. Additional updated
news is available on the RVRN web site: www.RVRadioNetwork.com

Net Manager:
Pat Ryan N9JIX
4728 S Co. Rd. C
Superior WI 54880-8527
n9hnw@aol.com

Friends Keeping In Touch via
Amateur Radio and RV’s

rvradionetwork.com

Newsletter Editor:
Michelle Sack N 3YRZ
PO Box 1182
Waldorf, MD 20604
msack@verizon.net

RV Radio Nets
HF Net

We invite all Amateur Radio Operators
with an appropriate FCC license to participate
nightly 7264 KHz (plus or minus for clear
frequency) at 18:30 PM Central Time

EchoLink Net

Each Thursday @ 8:00 PM
Central Time. *SELINK* Conference Node
(alternate W4EDP-R Repeater) W9YT-R Repeater (Only when both *SELINK* and W4EDP
-R are down)
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Membership
https://rvradionetwork.com/membership.php

The RV Radio Network
22020/2021 Membership / Renewal Application
31 May 2020—01 June 2021
Name: _________________________________ Call: ____________________ Net #: _______________
Spouse: ________________________________ Call: ______________________________
Address: _______________________________ City: ______________________________
State: ______Zip: _____________________ ARRL (Y) (N)
Phone: (Home) ____________________________ (Cell) ______________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________________
(All Newsletters are Emailed )
New Membership: $14.00 Signature: ___________________________________________________
Renewal Membership: $12.00
There are 2 ways you can pay:

Pay online using PayPal secure online payment system. (Faster / prefered method)
Send a check via US Postal Service Mail (USPS can not match the speed of PayPal)

Mail to: Marshall Kiel KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/137430226100535980/
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